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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Over the past 15 years much interest has been shown in developing aircraft
turbine fuels that do not generate an easily ignitable mist cloud in an aircraft
crash situation. The latest development in a series of experimental fuels of
this type utilizes an additive called FM-9, produced by Imperial Chemical
Industries of America (ICI Americas). It is added to commercial jet fuel at a
concentration of approximately 0.3 percent.
The resulting mixture has been shown to have great benefit in reducing fireball
generation in post crash fire situations. However, other properties of this
fuel mixture can present some difficulties in the normal handling of the fuel
both on the ground and in flight.
A memorandum of understanding between the governments of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern 'reland and the United States has been established to
thoroughly study and investigate the feasibility of using this fuel additive in
all commercial jet aircraft in order to significantly reduce the deaths caused
in post crash fire situations.
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SECTION 2
OBJECTIVE
This study was performed as part of the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA)
Antimisting Fuel Engineering and Development Plan, FAA-ED-18-4.
The objective was to study the fuel systems of a representative sample of
commercial aircraft covered by the Code of Fedeiral Regulations, Title 14, parts
23, 25, and 29 for turbine powered aircraft to determine the range of conditions
to which the antimisting kerosene fuel (AMK) would be exposed.
This information is required in the effort to minimize the need for changes in
established aircraft fuel systems when using the AMK fuel.
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SECTION 3
STUDY AIRCRAFT
Based on discussions with various airframe manufacturers and consideration of
factors such as aircraft quantity, expected usage, passenger capacity, aircraft
age, and unusual features, the aircraft listed in Table 3-1 were chosen for the
study.

TABLE 3-1.

FUEL SYSTEMS SURVEY AIRCRAFT

Engine
Type

Aircraft
Boeing 737
Boeing 747
Concorde
DC-10
LI011
A-310
BAC 111
DC-8-71
Beech 99
Piper-PA-42
Embraer 110-P2
Swearingen Metro
Shorts SD3-30
de Havilland Twin
Otter
de Havilland Dash 7
Cessna 441 Conquest
Convair 580
Bell 212
Aerospatiale AS3500
Aerospatiale SA365N
Boeing Vertol Comm.
Chinook
Sikorsky Spirit S-76

No. of
Engines

LARGE TRNSPORT_
Turbofan
2
115-130
Turbofan
4
442
Turbojet
4
108-128
Turbofan
3
250-380
Turbofan
3
250-330
Turbofan
2
205-255
Turbofan
2
119
4
259
Turbofan
COM UTER TRANSP)RTS
Turboprop
2
15
Turboprop
2
8
Turboprop
2
18
Turboprop
2
20
Turboprop

,, "i

I

i"
.....

5,974
51,100
31,516
36,200
32,000
14,531
3,722
24,259
368
580
464
648
573

Turboprop
2
20
Turboprop
4
50
Turboprop
2
9
Turboprop
2
40
ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
Turboshaft
2
14
Turboshaft
1
6
Turboshaft
2
14

378
1,480
475
1,730

Turboshaft
Turboshaft

2,100
286

i

m 11r

2

Total Fuel
Quantity
Gallons

30
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, ,

Passenger
Capacity

2
2

44
12

212
140
300

SECTION 4
BASIS OF INVESTIGATION
In order to understand the development of ANK and its unusual properties, a
literature survey was performed. This information was obtained through the FAA,
National Technical Information Service, and other sources. In addition,
personal communication with ANK researchers yielded valuable information on the
properties and limitations of the most recent AMK fuel.
As a result, the basis of this investigation was centered around three major
factors: Safety, AMK Degradation, and Fuel System Component Performance. The
following established factors related to ANK properties are of interest:
a.

Jet pump performance is significantly reduced with undegraded AMK
(reference 1).

b.

Undegraded AMK filtration can result in filter plugging under some
conditions (references 1, 2).

c.

Dynamic response of Fuel System Components can be slowed with
undegraded AMK (reference 1).

d.

Boost pump performance is reduced with AMK (reference I).

e.

AMK degrades under shear, reducing its resistance to flame propagation
(references 1, 2, 3, 4).

f.

Undegraded AMK heat transfer capability is less than Jet A fuel.

g.

The spray patterns obtained in standard jet engine burner nozzles with
undegraded AMK are inadequate for proper fuel combustion (references
3, 5).

h.

Water Absorption of AMK is greater than Jet A fuel (references 2, 4).
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SECTION 5
INDIVIDUAL AIRCRAFT
The following discussion briefly describes the basic low pressure airframe fuel
system, as supplied by the airframe manufacturer, for each of the study
aircraft. The aircraft engines were not included in this study except for the
auxiliary power units applicable.
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-40
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The DC-10-30 and -40 are the long range
versions of this aircraft, which have a fuel capacity of 36,200 gallons
(gal). There are three main tanks, one for each engine, plus auxiliary
tanks in the center wing box.
Aircraft refueling can be accomplished through either two or four
standard 2 1/2-inch MIL-A-25896D adapters, two of which are installed
on each w>'g. The maximum initial flow rate through each adapter at 50
pounds per square inch gauge (psig) supply pressure is appoximately 600
gal/min. This system utilizes refueling valves and controllers to
initiate and terminate the refueling flow. This system can also be
used to defuel the aircraft.
The fuel transfer philosophy during flight is as follows:
Fuel is transferred from the auxiliary tanks to the main wing tanks for
use. The main wing tank fuel is used in three segments consisting of
the inboard, outboard, and wing root areas.
The inboard compartment fuel is used first, with the outboard
compartment held full for wing structural considerations. Late in the
flight the outboard fuel is transferred inboard for use, and then fuel
in the wing root area is used last. Float switches and indicator
lights are used to indicate the fuel usage scheduling and status to the
flight engineer.
A water scavenging system employing jet pumps is used to remove water
from the tank low points and mix it with the fuel near the boost pump
inlets. The motive flow comes from the engine feed lines and the
secondary flow of water and fuel is drawn up through tubing rakes whose
inlets are located in the tank low points.
A schematic of the basic fuel system is shown in Figure 1.
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b.

Fuel System Components And Features
1.

Line Sizes - The main fuel system uses 2.0-inch to 3.0-inch
outside diameter pipe. The scavenge and transfer system, uses
1/2-inch to 5/8-inch pipe.

2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically driven 8000 revolutions per minute
(rpm) centrifugal pumps rated at 46,000 lb/hr at 17 psig are used.
Twelve are supplied for boost and transfer and at least 4 run
continuously. Five are in each inboard wing tank and two are in
the auxiliary tank. Fuel serves as a coolant for the electrical
windings of these pumps. Nominal cruise flow is approximately
5000 lb/hr, and pump dead head pressure is 30 psi.

3.

Ejector Pumps - Fourteen Ejector Pumps are supplied, 4 for
transfer and 10 for scavenging. Five are located in each wing and
4 in the auxiliary center section tack. The scavenge pumps run
continously.

4.

Filters - The boost pump inlets have 5 mesh screens, and no other
filters are supplied.

5.

Suction Feed - The suction feed condition during aircraft flight
would occur only as a result of major pump and/or electrical
failure. The fuel system design, however, provides for continuous
operation under suction feed conditions.

6.

Vent System - The vent system provides for equalization of tank
pressure with ambient pressure. This system incorporates vent
float valves and fine honeycomb mesh flame arrestors to prevent
the possibility of lightning - ignited fuel vapor causing flames
to travel into the tank space. Bypass valves are provided to
avoid tank overpressure in the event of arrestor plugging.

7.

Jettison System - A jettison system is provided which utilizes the
centrifugal pumps to dump fuel overboard. The maximum rate
obtainable is 6000 lbs/minute.

8.

Pressure Refueling - Normal pressure refueling is performed with
two hoses from one side of the aircraft; four hoses and both sides
can be used. The 2 1/2-inch MIL-A-25896D adapter is used. )his
system utilizes a refueling valve which contains pilot float
valves and small bleed lines of 0.125-inch maximum. The maximum
initial fueling rate is 2170 gal/min. with four adapters used and
50 psig supply pressure, filling all tanks.

9.

Refuel Distribution Manifold - A distribution line in each wing
containing 1/4-inch holes is used to reduce static charge build-up
and distribute fuel evenly.

10.

Heat Exchangers - There are no airframe supplied heat exchangers
using fuel as a heat sink on this aircraft.
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c.

11.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance-type fuel quantity
gauging system is used on this aircraft. No thermistor-type point
level sensors are used.

12.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - The APU is supplied by Garrett
Airesearch; their part No. is TCSP-700-4. This unit has 10-micron
and 40-micron paper filters, and a 6655 rpm gear pump which
supplies 2000 pph at 750 psig. There are 18 nozzles, 9 with a
diameter of 0.0125-inch and 9 with a diameter of 0.014-inch. The
fuel control bypass metering system uses a flow passage which
varies from 0.020-inch to 0.060-inch.
This unit can be used
either on the ground or in flight. The bypass system
recirculates fuel back to the gear pump inlet, not to the bulk
fuel.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The primary source of AMK shear
degradation is the continuous pumping and recirculation through the
8000 rpm boost pumps. Results given in reference 1 indicated that
boost pump shear degradation was not severe, but the flammability test
criteria presently being used have been revised. The high shear gear
pump on the APU will probably result in some degradation, but since
fuel bypassed in the APU is not returned to the tanks this will not
affect the safety aspects of the bulk fuel.
Some shearing action may
occur in the refuel/defuel valve during the partially open condition
but the effect will probably be small due to the short time spent at
this condition.
Discussions with the Southwest Research Institute where AMK shear
degradation studies are being done (reference 2) indicate that
pregelling of the fuel may occur when it is passed through the pump so
that subsequent passes may cause gelling to occur.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on ejector pump
performance studies reported in reference 1, the 14 ejector pumps used
in this aircraft will have greatly reduced performance. According to
reference 1, this can result in reduced scavenging efficiency. The
tests reported on in this reference indicated that the ejector pumps
were unable to keep the pump collector boxes full with AMK fuel. This
caused the fuel level In these boxes to fall with the tank level, which
could lead to uncovering of the boost pump inlets even though fuel
still remained in the tanks. This did not occur with the standard Jet

A.
In the DC-IO, this can also affect the tip tank recirculation when the
ejector pump loop is utilized under certain attitude conditions.
Boost pump performance will also be reduced but may not be a critical
factor.
Small fluid passages present in the automatic shutoff valves and float
transfer valves may result in increased response time with AMK.
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Discussion with Southwest Research indicates that the 5 mesh pump inlet
screens and the perforated distribution lines should function
satisfactorily with AMK.
e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Possible pregelling of the AMK could
result in some plugging of the pump inlet screens. Reduced jet pump
performance may increase unusable fuel by allowing boost pump collector
box fuel levels to fall below the boost pump inlet points under some
conditions. Based on references 1, 2 and 3, the fine filters on the
APU will probably experience plugging with AMK. Liquid water, if
present, that is drawn up by the scavenge system and deposited in the
bulk fuel near the boost pump inlet may cause sudden polymer
precipitation.

CONCORDE
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The Concorde supersonic transport has a
landing speed of 170-180 knots which is outside of the nominal speed
range where AMK offers protection in a crash-fire situation. However,
it is of interest to review this fuel system to determine what impact
AMK would have on aircraft operation and AMK degradation.
The Concorde has 13 tanks, formed as sealed cells integral with the
aircraft structure. They are located in the wings and the center and
rear fuselage.
The aircraft is refuelled through two refuel control units, one on each
side of the aircraft in the wing lower fairings. This system utilizes
automatic shutoff valves to control the fueling operation. Defueling
is accomplished by pumping the fuel from the tanks through these refuel
control units.
During flight, fuel is transferred from the main transfer tanks to the
collector tanks, and the fuel is then pumped from the collector tanks
to the engines. Fuel is also transferred as required to adjust the
aircraft's center of gravity during transonic acceleration and
deceleration. The fuel is also pumped through various heat exchangers
and back to the tanks for cooling.
A schematic of the basic fuel system is shown ,n Figure 2.
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b.

Fuel _ystem Components And Features
1.

Line Sizes - The fuel system lines sizes are as follows:
e
@
e
e

Engine Feed - 2.0-inch
Main Transfer - 1 1/2-inch
Trim Transfer - 3-inch
Jettison - 4-inch and 2-inch

2.

Thirty electrically driven centrifugai pumps and 2 hydraulically
driven centrifugal pumps are supplied. Twelve of these run
continuously and up to 18 are running during portions of the
flight. The pumps have flow ratings of 2000 gal/hr to 12,000
gal/hr. No ejector pumps are used on this aircraft.

3.

Filters - All of the pump inlets have metal screens with 0.2-inch
to 0.1-inch openings. No other filters are supplied.

4.

Suction Feed - Suction feed is not used on this aircraft.

5.

Venting and Pressurization System - A vent pipe connects each tank
to the atmosphere through rear fuselage vents. An ignition
protection system automatically senses and extinguishes any fuel
vapor combustion at the main vents.
At altitudes above 44,000 feet. the tanks are pressurized with air
to maintain 2.2 pounds per square inch absolute (psia) pressure in
the tanks to aid fuel pumping and prevent fuel boiling.

6.

Jettison System - The tank pumps are used to jettison fuel
overboard during flight. This operation is automatically stopped
when collector tank levels fall to an underfull condition.

7.

De-aeration System - Fuel de-aeration systems are provided in
tanks where fuel remains static for long time periods. Deaeration prevents momentary increases in tank pressure and
formation of air pockets around pump inlets due to air release
from the fuel with decreasing tank pressure. These systems pump
the fuel through spray nozzles with 0.060-inch diameter holes.
Twenty-seven nozzles are used, each with 6 holes.

8.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling can be performed from both
sides of the aircraft through four standard 2 1/2-inch MIL-A25896D adapters.
The refueling system employs automatic shutoff valves and pilot
valves which have 1/16-inch to 1/8-inch orifices.

9.

Recirculation Control Valves - Recirculation control valves with
tapered needles are used to control heat exchanger outlet flow.

10.

Float Level Sensors - These sensors utilize pilot valves with
1/16-inch to 1/8-inch orifices.
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11.

Heat exchangers - Fuel is used in 10
hydraulic fluid, 4 for air. Fuel is
hydraulic fluid heat exchangers, and
heat exchangers. Fuel fluws through
passages in the fuel-air exchangers.

12.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance gauging system is
used with thermistor point level sensors for high level shutoff
and collector tank low level sensing.

13.

Flowmeter - Rotating vane volumetric flowmeters with capacitanceinferred density measurement are provided for each engine to
measure the mass fuel flow rate. The afterburner flowmeter is
located after the first stage engine fuel pump and the engine
flowmettr is located after the second stage pump.

14.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - There is no APU supplied with this
aircraft.

heat exchangers, 6 for
used in the shell side of the
on the tube side of the air
0.040-inch by 0.060-inch

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The primary source of AMK shear
degradation is the continuous pumping and recirculation through the
centrifugal pumps. Due to the extensive pumping through heat
exchangers, control valves and de-aeration systems, more degradation
will probably occur in this aircraft than in others studied.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 3,
reduced heat exchanger performance will result with undegraded AMK.
The de-aeration spray nozzles will not perform satisfactorily with
undegraded AMK. The thermistor bead point level sensors may have
increased response time with undegraded AMK due to its slower draining
rate. The float level sensors, automatic shutoff valves and the
recirculatioi control valves may have increased response time with AMK.
Based on reference 3, the volumetric flowmeter may have reduced
accuracy. The mesh screens in the pump inlets will probably perform
satisfactorily with AMK.

5-8

e.

Safety - The high landing speed and fuel temperatures experienced with
this aircraft will probably negate the full benefits of AMK in a
landing crash fire situation.

Boeing 737
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this arcraft is contained in two
wing tanks, a center tank and an aft body tank, with a total capacity
of 5974 gallons. The center tank fuel is held in 3 bladder type fuel
cells.
Pressure refuel is performed using one standard 2 1/2-inch MIL-A-25896D
adapter. Defueling using tank pumps is also achieved through this
adapter.
The center tank and aft body tank are emptied first during the flight.
The wing tank fuel then drains inboard and is used during the remainder
of the flight.
Water scavenging and fuel transfer are achieved with boost pumps, boost
pump bypass valves, check valves, fuel shutoff valves and pressure
switches. The water scavenging philosophy is to have the boost pump
inlets located at the tank low points so that any accumulated water
will be drawn in with the fuel. No ejector pumps are supplied.
A schematic of the basic fuel system is shown in Figure 3.

b.

Fuel System Components And Features
1.

Line Sizes - The main fuel system uses 1.0-inch to 2.0-inch pipe,
and the scavenge system uses 3/4-inch pipe.

2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically driven, 11,200 rpm, 20,000 lb/hr pumps
are used for boost, transfer, and scavenging. Two run
continuously, six are supplied. Cruise flow rate is approximately
6000 pph, zero flow pressure rise is 36 psi.

3.

Ejector Pumps - No ejector pumps are supplied with this aircraft.

4.

Filters - All of the pump inlets have 4 mesh screens.
filters are supplied with the airframe.

5.

Suction Feed - The suction feed condition during aircraft flight
would occur only as a result of major pump and/or electrical
failure.

6.

Ve.,. System - The vent system contains honeycomb flame arrestors
with 0.05-inch triangular passages 1-inch long.

7.

Pressure refueling - Pressure refueling is performed through the 2
1/2-inch MIL-A-25896D adapters. The system uses an automatic
shutoff valve with a pilot valve mechanism containing
approximately 0.125-inch diameter passages.
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ITEM

NOMENCLATURE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Boost Pump By-Pass Valve
Boost Pump
Pressure Switch
Pump Inlet Manual Valve
Check Valve
Check Valve Boost Pump
Fuel Shutoff Valve
Check Valve Boost Pump
Cap Pressure Fueling
Flexible Fuel Hose
Temperature Bulb-Fuel
Sump Drain Valve
Stick and Core Assy. Dripstick (Calibration In Inches)
APU Check Valve
Baffle Rib Check Valve
APU Fuel Shutoff Valve
Defuel Valve Manual
Seal Gasket
Sump Drain Valve
Hose Assy-Fire Proof
Engine Pump 1st Stage
Fuel Heater
Fuel Filter
Engine Pump 2nd Stage
Fuel Control Unit
Fuel Nozzle
Fuel Oil Cooler
Fueling Manifold
Metallic Flex Hose
Valve Vent Float
Hose Assy-Fire Proof
Check Valve
Float Switch
Filler Cap Ass'y

35.

Flowmeter Transmitter (KGS)

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Flowmeter Transmitter (LBS)
Hose Assy
Sump Drain Valve
Fuel Bladder Cells (I Cell Config.)
Fuel Bladder Cells (2 Cell Config.)
Fuel Bladder Cells (3 Cell Config.)
Stick & Core Assy. (Dripstick) (Calibration in Lbs)
Pressure Switch
Flowmeter Transmitter Rate-Pointer
Stick and Core Assy Dripstick (Calibration in Kilograms)
Float Switch
NOMENCLATURE
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FOR FIGURE 3

8.

Heat Exchangers - Hydraulic fluid exchangers are used on this
aircraft. The hydraulic fluid is on the tube side, and fuel is on
the shell side. The fuel is used as a static heat sink.

9.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is used on the aircraft. No thermistor type point
level sensors are included.

10.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - The APU is supplied by Garrett
Airesearch; their Part Number is CTCP-85-129. This unit has a 40micron paper filter, and a 4245 rpm gear pump which supplies 480
pph at 500 psig. The max bypass ratio is 4:1; and it has one
nozzle with a primary opening of 0.0185-inch and a secondary
opening of 0.021-inch. The fuel control bypass metering system
uses a flow passage which varies from 0.020-inch to 0 125-inch.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The primary source of AMK shear
degradation is the pumping and recirculation through the 11,200 rpm
centrifugal pumps. Since transfer and scavenging are also performed
with these pumps, instead of low shear jet pumps, a greater number of
passes through them will take place. Some shearing action may occur in
the refuel/defuel valve during the partially open condition, but the
effect will probably be small.
Based on discussions with Southwest
Research, the use of AMK as a static heat sink in the hydraulic fluid
heat exchangers will be equivalent to Jet A.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - The automatic shutoff pilot
valve mechanism may have increased response time with AMK (reference
1). The APU will require the same type of degrader necessary for the
main engines to insure proper combustor performance. The APU fuel
control bypass metering system may not perform properly with undegraded
AMK.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Possible pregelling of the AMK in the
pumps could result in some plugging of the pump inlet screens. Based
on references 1, 3 and 2, the fine filters on the APU will probably
experience plugging with undegraded AMK. Liquid water drawn up by the
scavenge system and deposited in the bulk fuel may cause sudden polymer
precipitation. Some boost pump performance loss will be obtained with
AMK but may not be critical.

Boeing 747
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in a
center wing tank, tip reserve tanks and 4 main wing tanks. Auxiliary
tanks are added between the reserve tank and the outboard main tank in
some models. The maximum fuel capacity is 51,100 gallons.
Pressure refueling and defueling is performed with two 2 1/2-inch
MIL-A-25896D fueling adapters.
Fuel is pumped from the center wing tank first until it is empty then
from the main wing tanks. Fuel can be pumped and cross-fed between all
tanks and engines.
5-12

A fuel scavenge pump in the center wing tank transfers fuel that is
unavailable to the center wing tank boost pumps to the No. 2 main tank.
A water scavenge system scavenges water from low points in the main
tanks and pumps it to a point near the boost pump inlet.
A schematic of the basic fuel system is shown in Figures 4 and 5.
b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - The main f.iel system uses 1.5-inch to 2.5-inch pipe,
and the scavenge system uses 3/4-inch pipe.

2.

Pumps Boost - Electrically driven, 7200 rpm centrifugal pumps with
a 20,000 lb/hr rating at 13 psig are used. Four run continuously,
8 are supplied. Cruise flow is approximately 8000 pph, zero flow
pressure is approximately 20 psig.
Transfer & Jettison - Four additional pumps identical to the boost
pumps are supplied.
Fuel Scavenge and APU - These are vane pumps. The APU pump is
battery powered and is used to supply fuel to the APU when 115/200
VAC power is not available.
Water Scavenge - Eight small jet pumps with 0.064-inch nozzles are
used which run zontinuously.

3.

Filters - The ')ojst pumps, override pumps, APU pump and fuel
scavenge pump have 4 mesh screens on the inlets. No other filters
are supplied with the airframe fuel system.

4.

Vent System
arrestors.

5.

Suction Feed - The suction feed condition during flight would
occur only as a result of major pump and/or electrical failure.
The aircraft can operate in the suction feed condition.

6.

Pressure Refueling - Normal pressure refueling is performed with 2
hoses from the left side of the aircraft. The 2 1/2-inch
MIL-25896D adapter is used. This system utilizes a refueling
valve which contains pilot float valves and small bleed lines of
approximately 0.125-inch diameter.

7.

Refuel Distribution Lines - Several 4 foot to 5 foot lengths of 2inch pipe with 1/8-inch holes are used to bleed off static charge
and distribute the fuel.

8.

Heat Exchangers - Hydraulic fluid/fuel heat exchangers are used in
this aircraft. Hydraulic fluid is on the tube side and fuel is on
the shell side. The fuel is used as a static heat sink.

-

The vent system utilizes small honeycomb mesh flame
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c.

9.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is used on this aircraft. No thermistor type point
level sensors are used.

10.

The APU is supplied by Garrett Airesearch; their part no. is GTCP660-4. This unit has 10-micron and 25-micron paper filters and a
4000 rpm gear pump that has 4000 pph flow at 600 psig. The max
bypass ratio is 3.6:1. There are 8 primary nozzles with a
diameter of 0.012-inch and 8 secondary nozzles with a diameter of
0.014-inch. The fuel control bypass flow metering system uses a
0.020-inch to 0.060-inch flow passage.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The primary source of AMK shear
degradation is the continuous pumping and recirculation through the
7200 rpm pumps.
Results given in reference 1 indicated that boost pump shear
degradation of AMK was not severe, but the flammability test criteria
have since been revised.
The high shear gear pump on the APU will cause some degradation, but
since fuel bypassed in the APU is not returned to the tanks this will
not effect the bulk fuel flammability properties.
Some shearing action may occur in the refuel/defuel valve during the
partially open condition, but the effect will probably be small.
Discussions with the Southwest Research Institute, where AMK shear
degradation studies are being done (reference 2), indicate that
pregelling of the fuel may occur when it is passed through the pump so
that subsequent passes may cause gelling to occur.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1, the
eight jet pumps used in this aircraft will have greatly reduced
performance. This can result in increased unusable fuel and reduced
scavenging efficieircy.
Boost pump performance will also be reduced, but this may not be a
critical factor.
Small fluid passages present in the automatic shutoff valves may have
increased response time with AMK.
Discussion with Southwest Research indicates that the 4 mesh screens on
the pump inlets should function properly with AMK.
The APU will require the same type of degrader necessary for the main
engines to insure proper combustor performance. The APU fuel control
bypass metering system may not function properly with AMK.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Possible pregelling of the AMK could
result in some plugging of the pump inlet screens. Reduced jet pump
performance may increase unusable fuel. Based on references 1, 2, and
3, the fine filters on the APU will probably experience plugging with
5-16

AMK. Liquid water, if present, that is drawn up by the scavenge system
and deposited in the bulk fuel near the boost pump inlet may cause
polymer precipitation.
Airbus Industrie A-310
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in five
tanks - center wing and right and left outboard and inboard. The total
fuel quantity is 14,531 gallons.
Defueling is accomplished using two standard 2 1/2-inch fueling
adapters on the right side of the aircraft.
Fuel is used in the order center, inboard and outboard except during
takeoff when the center tank is not used. The tank sequence is
automatic, but can be controlled manually at any time. A crossfeed
system allows both engines to feed from one side, or all fuel to be
used in one engine.
Two jet pumps are used for fuel scavenging and to keep the boost pump
collector boxes full.
A basic schematic of the fuel system is shown in Figure 6.

b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - The engine feed lines are 2-inch, refuel and defuel
are 1.5-inch to 3.0-inch, and the APU feed is 3/4-inch.

2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically driven, 6000 rpm centrifugal pumps with
a 40,000 lb/hr flow rating at 9 psig are used. Ten are supplied,
six run continuously from the start of the flight, reducing to
four as the tanks are emptied. The inner and center tank pumps
have a zero flow pressure of 37 psig, the outer tank pump 18 psig.
Cruise flow is approximately 4000 pph.

3.

Ejector Pumps - Two jet pumps, one in each wing, are used to keep
the outer tank pump collector box full. They run continuously.

4.

Suction Feed - Suction feed during aircraft flight would occur
only as a result of major pump and/or electrical failure.

5.

Filters - The boost pump inlets have 8 mesh wire screens.
other filters are supplied with the airframe.

6.

Pressure Refueling - Two standard 2 1/2-inch adapters are used for
pressure refueling. An automatic shutoff valve utilizing a pilot
valve with small orifices is used in this system. The system is
also used for suction or pumped defueling.

7.

Fuel Distribution - Several diffuser sections, consisting of 1 to
2 foot lengths of 2-inch pipe with 1/8-inch diameter holes, are
used to distribute the fuel and reduce static charge build-up
during the fueling operation.
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8.

Vent System
arrestors.

9.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with
airframe.

10.

Fuel Quantity Gaugina System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is used on this aircraft. Thermistor type point
level sensors are used for high and low level sensing and to shutoff the center tank pumps when the tank is empty.

11.

Density Measurement - A fuel density measurement device called a
Cadensicon is supplied with this aircraft.

-

The vent system contains fine honeycomb mesh flame

It utilizes a mass balance method to measure fuel density and a
sensor which measures fuel dielectric constant.
12.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - A Garrett GTCP-311-250 unit is
supplied. This unit has a 10-micron synthetic fiber filter, and
an 8300 rpm gear pump that supplies 2100 pph at 700 psig. Twelve
fuel nozzles are used, 6 with an opening of 0.012-inch and 6 with
an opening of 0.014-inch. The fuel control bypass metering line
varies from 0 to 0.020-inch.
Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The primary source of AMK
shear degradation is the continuous pumping and recirculation
through the 6000 rpm boost pumps. The rpm of these pumps is
significantly lower than some of the others encountered, and the
degradation experienced will probably be less.
The high shear gear pump on the APU will probably result in some
degradation , but since fuel bypassed in the APU is not returned
to the bulk fuel this will not affect the bulk fuel flammability
characteristics.
Discussions with Southwest Research, where degradation studies are
being done, indicate that pregelling of the fuel may occur as it
passes through the pump so that subsequent passes may cause
gelling to occur.

c.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1, the
two ejector pumps will have greatly reduced performance with undegraded
AMK. This can result in inability to keep the boost pump collector box
full.
Small fluid passages in the automatic shutoff valve and the level
control valves may cause increased response time with undegraded AMK.
The 8 mesh screens on the pump inlets should function properly with
undegraded AMK.
The mass balance density device may not function properly with
undegraded AMK.
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The thermistor type point level sensors will drain slowly with
undegraded AMK and may not have the required response time, especially
with the low level switching functions.
The APU will require the same type of degrader necessary for the main
engines to insure proper combustor performance. The APU fuel control
bypass metering system may not perform properly with undegraded AMK.
The APU filter will probably experience plugging with undegraded AMK.
d.

Potential Safety Considerations - Possible pregelling of the AMK could
result in some plugging of the pump inlet screens. Reduced jet pump
performance may result in boost pump collector boxes not being kept
full.

BAC 111-500
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in
three integral tanks, one in each wing and one in the center section in
the unpressurized portion of the fuselage under the passenger cabin.
The total fuel quantity is 3,722 gallons.
Aircraft refueling is performed through one standard 2 1/2-inch
refuel/defuel adapter on the right side of the aircraft. The maximum
refuel rate is 498 gal/min at 50 psi. The aircraft is defueled with
this same adapter by either suction or boost pump flow.
The tanks are pressurized during flight from a flush ram-air intake
located on the undersurface of the vent/surge tank.
Depending on flight conditions, this results in a fuel tank pressure
approximately 1 psi above ambient. This prevents fuel boiling at high
altitudes, especially if JP-4 is used.
Crossfeed is provided so either engine can feed from any tank.
Each engine is normally fed from its own tank, keeping fuel management
to a minimum. The center tank fuel must be pumped to the wing tanks
for transfer to the engine. Two jet pumps are used for this purpose.
Two APU fed lines are provided, one from the engine feed line and one
directly from the left wing tank.
A basic schematic of the fuel system is shown in Figure 7.
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ITEM NO.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
12
13
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
40
42
44
45
47
48
49
so
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
69
70
73
74

DESCRIPTION
BOOSTER PUMP CANISTER
BOOSTER PUMP
FUELLING COUPLING
BLANKING CAP
LEVEL INDICATOR
LEVEL INDICATOR
LEVEL INDICATOR
LEVEL INDICATOR
LEVEL INDICATOR
SUCTION FEED VALVE
N.R.V. FLOAT OPERATED
FLOAT OPERATED VENT VALVE
INST. OF VENT SYSTEM INTAKE
TANK CONTINUED UNITS WING TANK
FUEL CONTINUE GAUGE TANK TERMINAL
COMBINED TANK & REFUEL UNIT WING TANK
TANK CONTINUED UNIT CENTRE TANK
COMBINED TANK & REFUEL CENTRE TANK
LOW PRESS WARNING SWITCH
REFUEL-DEFUEL VALVE
LOW PRESS, WARNING SWITCH
ENGINE BACKING PUMP
L.P. FUEL COOLED OIL COOLER
FUEL HEATER
TEMP. GAUGE
FILTER
FLOW METER
PRESS SWITCH
H.P. PUMP
METERING UNIT & H.P. VALVE
CROSS FEED VALVE
FUEL FEED VALVE
OVER WING FILLER CAP
OVER WING FILLER CAP WING TANK
FLOAT SWITCH MAX REFUEL CUT-OFF
POWER DEFUEL VALVE
A.P.U. LOW PRESS FILTER
A.P.U. FUEL CUT-OFF VALVE
N.R.V. A.P.U. FEED
N.R.V. DEFUEL WING
N.R.V. DEFUEL CENTRE TANK
N.R.V. REFUEL WING INBOARD
JET PUMP
N.R.V. JET PUMP FEED
N.R.V. FUEL FEED
N.R.V. REFUEL CENTRE TANK
A.P.U. FEED VALVE
A.P.U. BOOSTER VALVE
ANTI-SURGE VALVE
A.P.U. BOOSTER PUMP
TANK WATER DRAIN
VENT PIPE WATER DRAIN
SURGE TANK WATER DRAIN
PUMP ELEC. CON. & OUTTING WING TANK AFT
PUMP ELEC. CON. & OUTTING WING TANK FWD
FUEL FILLER CAP WATER DRAIN
REFUEL/DEFUEL VALVE & BLEED PIPES
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b.

Fuel System Components And Features
1.

Line Sizes - The fuel system line sizes are as follows:

* Engine Feed - I 1/4-inch
* Refuel/Defuel - I 3/4-inch, 2.0-inch
* Transfer - 1/2-inch, 1 1/4-inch
* APU Supply - 3/8-inch
2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically driven, radial flow, 8000 rpm, 13,000
pph at 8 psig boost pumps located in the inboard section of each
wing are used. Four are supplied, two run continuous~j. Cruise
flow is approximately 3000 pph.

3.

Ejector Pumps - Two are supplied, both run continuously to
transfer fuel from the center tank to the wing tanks.

4.

Filters - Screens with 1/8-inch openings are used at the boost
pump inlets and the jet pump inlets. No other airframe fuel
filters are supplied.

5.

Suction Feed - Suction feed during normal flight would occur only
as a result of major pump and/or electrical failure. The aircraft
can operate on suction feed if required.

6.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is performed through one
standard 2 1/2-inch adapter on the right-hand side of the
aircraft. An automatic shutoff mechanism using a pilot valve is
used in this system. Provision for gravity fueling is also
supplied.

7.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance-type fuel quantity
gauging system is used. No thermistor type point level sensors
are included.

8.

Auxiliary
supplied.
pump, max
4:1. The
fuel cont
inch flow

Power Unit (APU) - A Garrett GTCP-85-115CK unit is
This unit has a 40-micron paper filter, 4245 rpm gear
flow of 480 pph at 500 psig, and a max bypass ratio of
fuel nozzles are 0.01185-inch and 0.021-inch, and the
I bypass metering system uses a 0.020-inch to 0.060passage.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The primary source of AMK shear
degradation is the continuous pumping and recirculation through the two
8000 rpm boost pumps. Reference 1, again, indicates that boost pump
shear degradation may not be severe. The high shear gear pump on the
APU will cause some degradation but since tie bypassed fuel is not
circulated back to the tanks this will not affect the bulk fuel. As in
the other aircraft, possible pregelling of the AMK in the boost pumps
may occur.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on ;'eference 1, the
two ejector pumps will have greatly reduced performance with undegraded
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AMK. The boost pump performance will also be decreased, to a lesser
degree.
Small fluid passages in the automatic shutoff pilot valve may cause
increased response time in this system.
The 1/8-inch pump inlet screens should perform properly with undegraded
AMK.
The APU will require the same type of degrader necessary for the main
engines to insure proper combustor performance. The APU fuel control
bypass metering system may not work properly with undegraded AMK. The
APU filter will probably experience plugging with undegraded AMK.
e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Possible pregelling of the AMK in the
boost pumps may cause some plugging of the ir:let screens. Reduced jet
pump performance may cause incomplete emptying of the center tank.
Based on references 1, 2, and 3, the APU filters will probably
experience plugging with undegraded AMK.

LIOII-500
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in the aircraft is contained in six
tanks (two tanks in each wing and two center section tanks) with a
total capacity of 32,000 gallons.
Pressure refueling and defueling is accomplished with the standard 2
1/2-inch MIL-A-25896 adapters, two of which are located on each wing.
Automatic shutoff valves are used to control the fueling operation.
The crossfeed system permits any engine feed tank to supply fuel to any
engine, but does not allow tank to tank transfer. This is accomplished
with ejector pumps and fuel transfer valves in the fuel transfer
system. During takeoff and climb each engine is fed from its own tank.
When cruise altitude is reached, the left and right No. 2 wing tanks
are shut off and the center tanks are used until empty. Each engine is
then fed from its own wing tank until the end of the flight.
A water scavenging system using compound jet pumps with inlet rakes
draws water and fuel from various low points in the various tanks and
deposits it in the boost pump collector boxes.
A basic schematic of the fuel system is shown in Figures 8 and 9.

b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - The main fuel system uses 1.5-inch to 2.5-inch pipe,
and the scavenge system uses 5/8-inch lines.

2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically driven 10,000 rpm centrifugal pumps
with a 45,000 lb/hr rating are used. Four dual element pumps are
provided, one in each wing tank. Three elements run continuously,
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six run during landing and takeoff. Cruise flow is approximately
5500 pph, dead head pressure is 40 psi.
3.

Ejector Pumps - Thirty-four jet pumps are used in the scavenge and
transfer system. Eighteen of these are compound pumps with a
single motive flow stream and multiple secondary flow streams.
They are used to scavenge water and transfer fuel. The wing
scavenge system operates continuously, and the center tank system
operates under manual control.

4.

Filters - Fourteen mesh screens are used in the boost pump inlets
and in the jet pump motive flow lines.

5.

Suction Feed - The suction feed condition during aircraft flight
would occur only as a result of major pump and/or electrical
failure.

6.

Vent System - The vent system contains honeycomb mesh flame
arrestors with less then 0.01-inch openings.

7.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is performed using the 2
1/2-inch MIL-A-25896D adapters, four are supplied, two on each
wing. Automatic shutoff valves with pilot valves are used in this
system which contain small lines 0.060-inch or greater.

8.

Heat exchangers - No heat exchangers are used in the fuel system
of this aircraft.

9.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is used on this aircraft.
Thermistor bead point level sensors are used for low level
jettison pump shutoff and low level transfer shutoff functions.

10.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - The APU is supplied by Hamilton
Standard, part No. ST-6L-73. The engine portion of this unit
consists of a Pratt & Whitney Canada ST6L-73 engine and a fuel
control supplied by Aviation Electric.
The fuel control internal bypass metering valve utilizes a piston
in a sleeve with 1/8-inch holes.
The engine utilizes a 6500 rpm, 1400 pph, 1000 psi gear pump with
a bypass system that returns bypassed fuel to the pump inlet. The
pump outlet has a 10-micron paper filter.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The primary source of AMK shear
degradation is the continuous pumping and recirculation through the
10,000 rpm boost pumps. Results given in reference 1 indicated that
boost pump shear degradation was not severe, but the flammability test
criteria presently being used have been revised. The high shear gear
pump on the APU will probably result in some degradation, but since
fuel bypassed in the APU is not returned to the tanks this will not
affect the safety aspects of the bulk fuel.
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Some shearing action may occur in the automatic shutoff valve during
the partially open condition, but the effect will probably be small.
Discussions with the Southwest Research Institute, where AMK shear
degradation studies are being done (reference 2), indicate that
pregelling of the fuel may occur when it is passed through the pump so
that subsequent passes may cause gelling to occur.
d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on ejector pump
performance studies reported in reference 1, the 34 jet pumps on this
aircraft will have greatly reduced performance. This could result in
increased unusable fuel, reduced scavenging efficiency, slower fuel
transfer and possible underfilling of the boost pump collector boxes.
The long lines leading to the compound jet pumps may cause additional
pressure drop problems with undegraded AMK.
The slower draining time of the undegraded AMK may cause time response
problems with the thermistor bead point level sensors.
The automatic shutoff valve pilot valve mechanism may have increased
response time with undegraded AMK.
The 14 mesh screens on the boost
pump inlets and ejector pump motive flow lines should perform properly
with undegraded AMK.
Boost pump performance will be reduced based on reference 1, but may
not be critical. The APU fuel control bypass metering system may not
perform properly with undegraded AMK. The APU filter may experience
plugging with undegraded AMK.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Possible pregelling of the AMK could
result in some plugging of the inlet filter screens. Reduced jet pump
performance may increase unusable fuel and underfill the boost pump
collector box. Based on references 1, 2, and 3, the fine filter on the
APU may experience plugging with undegraded AMK. Liquid water drawn up
by the scavenging system and deposited in the bulk fuel near the boost
pump inlet may cause polymer precipitation. The 8 second response time
required for the low level jettison shutoff thermistor sensor may be
exceeded with AMK.
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DC-8-71
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in
eleven tanks; leading edge, inboard main, outboard main, alternate and
tip in each wing, plus a center wing tank. The total fuel quantity is
24,259 gallons.
Pressure refueling is performed using two standard 2 1/2-inch adapters.
Fuel is transferred by gravity from the forward auxiliary tanks to the
center wing tanks and from the outboard wing tanks to the inboard wing
tanks. Wing tip compartment fuel is held until late in the flight and
transferred to inboard tanks by the flight crew. The aircraft uses
suction feed on takeoff and landing, anj one boost pump per engine
during climb, cruise, and descent. Additional boost pumps are used for
crossfeed and transfer at the option of the flight crew.
Fuel is jettisoned by a gravity flow system.
The tank venting system uses float vent valves and has no flame
arrestors.
A basic schematic of the fuel system is shown in Figures 10 through 13.

b.

Fuel System Components And Features
1.

Line Sizes - Engine feed and transfer lines are 1 1/2-inich and 2inch.

2.

Boost Pumps - Ten 8000 rpm, 35,000 pph, electrically driven
centrifugal pumps are supplied for boost, crossfeed and transfer.
Four run continuously for boost during climb, cruise, and descent.
Cruise flow is approximately 3000 pph, pump zero flow pressure is
18 psig.

3.

Ejector Pumps - Four ejector pumps are used one in each main tank.
They run continuously, using motive flow from the centrifugal
pumps, to scavenge fuel and water and to keep the boost pump
collector boxes full.

4.

Filters - The boost pump inlets utilize 5 mesh screens.
filters are supplied with the airframe.

5.

Suction Feed - Suction feed is used during aircraft landing and
takeoff. The boost pumps are used during climb, cruise, and
descent.

6.

Vent System - The vent sys.;tem utilizes vent float valves.
flame arrestors are used.

7.

Jettison System - The DC-8 uses a gravity jettison system.
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9.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is performed using two
standard 2 1/2-inch adapters. Automatic shutoff valves
incorporating pilot valves and small bleed lines are used.
Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe.

10.

Flowmeters - No fuel flowmeters are supplied with the airframe.

11.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance fuel quantity gauging
system is used. No thermistor type point level sensors are
included.

12.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - The APU is supplied by Garrett
Airesearch, part number GTCP85-98CK. This unit has a 40-micron
paper filter, and a 4245 rpm gear pump which supplies 480 pph at
500 psig. The max bypass ratio is 4:1; and it has one nozzle with
a primary opening of 0.0185-inch and a secondary opening of 0.021inch. The fuel control bypass metering system uses a flow passage
which varies from 0.020-inch to 0.125-inch.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The primary source of AMK shear
degradation is the pumping and recirculation through the 8000 rpm
centrifugal boost pumps. Some shearing action may occur in the
refuel/defuel adapter during the partially open condition, but the
effect will probably be small.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on ejector pump
testing reported in reference 1, ejector pump performance will be
greatly reduced with undegraded AMK.
Small fluid passages in the automatic shutoff valves may result in
increased response time with undegraded AMK.
Due to slower flow with undegraded AMK, the gravity jettison rate may
be reduced.
The 5 mesh screens on the boost pump inlets should perform
satisfactorily with AMK.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Suction feed conditions during
takeoff and landing could result in excessive pressure drops with
undegraded AMK.
The fine filters on the APU may experience plugging with undegraded
AMK.

DeHavilland Twin Otter
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in two
independent tanks located under the fuselage floor. Each tank has 4
cells holding a total of 382 gallons. The cells are bladder-type cells
made from Uniroyal material US-566R.
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Refueling is accomplished by gravity filling each tank separately.
The forward tank feeds the right engine, and the aft tank feeds the
left engine.
Each tank has a collector cell which contains the boost pumps that feed
the engine and three other cells. Fuel is transferred to the collector
cell from the remaining cells with an ejector pump, and by gravity
through an interconnecting mainifold. Overfilling of the collector
cell is controlled with a level control valve.
Crossfeed capability is provided with a manual control.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 14.
b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - The engine feed system use 5/8-inch lines, and the
refuel/defuel lines are 1 1/2-inch and 1 1/4-inch.

2.

Boost Pumps - Two
centrifugal pumps
continuously, and
approximately 360

3.

Ejector Pumps - Two ejector pumps are run continuously to feed
each collector cell full at all pitch attitudes.

4.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is not performed on this
aircraft.

5.

Filters - The boost pump inlets have 8 mesh screens, and two 74micron paper filters and two 10-micron paper filters are used in
the engine feed lines.

6.

Heat Exchangers - No heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe fuel system.

7.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied with this
aircraft.

8.

Suction Feed - The suction feed condition during flight would
occur only as a result of major pump and/or electrical failure.

9.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is used on this aircraft. No thermistor type point
level sensors are used.

10.

Flow transmitter - A turbine type flow transmitter is used to
measure fuel flow to each engine. It is located downstream of the
pump and fuel filter.

11.

Vent System - Fine mesh flame arrestors are utilized in the vent
system.

electrically driven, 2000 rpm, 450 pph
are located in each collector cell. Two run
two are for back-up. Cruise flow is
lb/hr, dead head pressure is 40 psi.
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c.

Potential AMK Deradation Sources - The only source of AMK shear
degradation is the continuous pumping and recirculation through the
2000 rpm boost pumps. Due to the relatively low speed of these pumps,
degradation will be less than in other aircraft with high speed pumps.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on ejector pump
performance studies discussed in reference 1, the two ejector pumps
used in this aircraft will have reduced performance. Since both
gravity flow and the ejector pumps are used to keep the collector box
full, reduced jet pump performance may not be a significant problem.
Boost pump performance will also be reduced based on reference 1.
The level control valves may have increase time response with
undegraded AMK.
The 8 mesh screens should perform properly with undegraded AMK.
Based on reference 3, the turbine flow meter will have accuracy and
calibration problems with undegraded AMK.

e.

Potential Safety C-nsiderations - Possible pregelling of the AMK in the
boost pumps coulc' result in some plugging of the inlet screen.
The 74-micron and 10-micron paper filters will probably eyperience
plugging with undegraded AMK.

DeHavilland Dash 7
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in four
integral wing structure tanks, one for each engine. The total fuel
capacity is 1480 gallons. Fuel can be transferred from one tank to
another, but each engine can only draw fuel from its own tank.
Each fuel tank has two pumps, an ejector pump driven by motive flow
from the engine-driven pump, and an auxiliary electric 12,000 rpm
centrifugal pump used for transfer and standby. An additional ejector
pump is used in each tank to keep the collector boxes fL'l.
A pressure refuel/defuel system utilizing an MS24484-2 2 1/2-inch
adapter is used for aircraft refueling. A master refuel/defuel valve
with two pilot valves is used in this system.
A basic schematic of the fuel system is shown in Figure 15.

b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - The fuel system line sizes are as follows:

* Engine Feed - 5/8-inch
* Pump to Filter - 3/4-inch
* Refuel/Defuel

-1
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1/2-inch and 1 1/4-inch
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2.

Boost Pumps - Four ejector pumps using motive flow from the engine
driven fuel pump are used as boost pumps. They operate
continuously.

3.

Ejector Pumps - Four low pressure ejector pumps are used to keep
the boost pump collector boxes full. They operate continuously.

4.

Backup/Transfer - Four electrically driven 12,000 rpm centrifugal
pumps are used for fuel transfer and boost pump backup. Unless
there is a boost pump failure, they are seldom used.

5.

Filters - Four 74-micron paper filters are used in the engine feed
lines.

6.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is done through a single 2
1/2-inch MS24484-2 adapter. A master refuel/defuel valve with two
pilot valves are used in this system.

7.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is used on this aircraft. No thermistor type point
level sensors are used.

8.

Flow meter - A turbine type flow transmitter is used to measure
engine fuel flow rate on each engine. It is located downstream of
the boost pump and filter.

9.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied with this
aircraft.

10.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe fuel system.

11.

Vent System - A vent system with vent float valves and two
underwing vents is utilized.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - There are no significant sources of
AMK degradation during normal fuel system operation. The 12,000 rpm
centrifugal pump may cause some degradation when it is operating, but
is normally not used.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1,
ejector pump performance will be greatly reduced. This may have a more
significant impact on this aircraft than on others, since the main
boost pump is of this type.
The automatic shutoff system may experience slower time response with
undegraded AMK.
Based on reference 3, the turbine type flowmeters will have accuracy
and calibration probelms with AMK.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Based on references 1, 2, and 3, the
74-micron paper filters may experience plugging with undegraded AMK.
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The reduced jet pump performance with undegraded AMK will significantly
affect engine driven pump inlet conditions.
Shorts SD3-30
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in two
box-shaped containers mounted fore and aft within a faired compartment
on top of the fuselage center section. The forward container is
divided into 3 cells and the aft container is considered to be cell 4.
Cells 1 and 2 are considered the forward tank, and cells 3 and 4 the
aft tank.
Each tank gravity feeds a collector tank mounted in the fuselage righthand sidewall.
A boost pump is mounted in each collector tank. Fuel passes from the
boost pump through the filter to the engine. Crossfeed capability is
provided with a manually operated valve.
Pressure refueling is done through a standard 2 1/2-inch adapter,
utilizing automatic shutoff valves. Gravity refueling can also be
utilized.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 16.

b.

Fuel System Comronents and Features
1.

Line Sizes - The fuel system uses 3/4-inch and 5/8-inch lines, and
1-inch refuel/defuel lines.

2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically driven, 10,800 RPM, 1400 pph
centrifugal pumps are used. Two are supplied and both run
continuously. If both failed, the engines can operate on suction
feed up to an altitude of 20,000 feet. Cruise flow is 600 pph,
dead head pressure is 27 psi.

3.

Ejector Pumps - No ejector pumps are supplied with this aircraft.

4.

Filters - Coarse screens are used on the boost pump inlets. Two
70-micron metal filters are used in the engine feed lines. Bypass
lines around these filters are provided.

5.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is used in this aircraft. No thermistor type point
level sensors are used.

6.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is performed utilizing a
standard 2 1/2-inch adapter and automatic shutoff valves with
small fluid passages.

7.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied with this
aircraft.
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8.

[hfat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe.

9.

Suction Feed - Suction feed during aircraft flight would occur
only in the case of pump and/or electrical failure.

10.

Vent System - A vent system with no flame arrestors is utilized to
equalize ambient and tank pressures and to protect against
malfunction of the pressure refuel system.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The only significant source of AMK
shear degradation is pumping and recirculation through the boost pumps.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1, the
boost pump performance will be reduced with AMK, but will not be
critical.
Time response of the automatic shutoff valves in the refuel/defuel
system will probably be slower with AMK.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Based on references 1, 2, and 3, the
70-micron metal filters may experience plugging with undegraded AMK.
Possible pregelling of the AMK in the boost pumps may cause some
plugging of the pump inlet screens.

Cessna 441
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in two
integral wing tanks on each side of the aircraft. The total fuel
quantity is 475 gallons.
Refueling is performed using gravity feed only. Each tank has a
collector box which contains two (2) boost pumps, one that is used
continuously and one for backup. Two (2) ejector pumps are provided in
each wing for transfer and scavenging, and to keep the collector box
Both of these operate continuously. Crossfeed capability is
full.
provided using a manually operated valve. Each engine is normally
supplied with fuel from its own tank.
An open vent system is supplied with no flame arrestors.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 17.

b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - Engine feed and ejector pump total flow lines are
3/4-inch and ejector pump motive flow lines are 3/8-inch. Engine
feed lines after the firewall shutoff valve are 1/2-inch.

2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically driven, 9000 rpm centrifugal pumps with
a flow rating of 960 pph at 19.5 psi are used. Four are supplied,
two run continuously. Total boost pump flow at cruise is
approximately 250 pph, maximum pump dead head pressure is 40 psi.
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3.

Ejector Pumps - Four ejector pumps are used for transfer,
scavenging, and to keep the boost pump collector boxes full.
four run continuously.

All

4.

Filters - Sixteen mesh screens are used on the boost pump inlets.
No other filters are supplied with the airframe.

5.

Suction Feed - Suction feed during flight would occur only as a
result of a major pump and/or electrical failure.

6.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied with this aircraft. No thermistor type
point level sensors are used.

7.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is not used on this
aircraft.

8.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe fuel system.

9.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied with this
aircraft.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The only source of AMK shear
degradation is the continuous pumping and recirculation through the
9000 rpm boost pumps.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference i, the
four ejector pumps will have greatly reduced performance with
undegradeJ AMK. Boost pump performance will also be somewhat reduced.
The 16 mesh screens on the boost pump inlets should perform properly
with undegraded AMK.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Possible pregelling of AMK in the
boost pumps may cause some plugging of the inlet screens. Water drawn
up by the scavenge system and deposited in the bulk fuel may cause
polymer precipitation.

Swearingen Metro III
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in two
wing tanks, one for each engine. The total fuel capacity is 648
gallons. Crossfeed capability is available, controlled by a manually
operated valve.
Refueling is performed with gravity flow only.
automatic shutoff valves is not used.

Pressure refueling with

Fuel drains by gravity from outboard to inboard, and the boost pumps
are located in each inboard wing next to the fuselage. Jet pumps are
used to scavenge water and keep the boost pump boxes full.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 18.
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b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - Fuel lines are 3/4-inch behind the firewall and 1/2inch on the engine side of the firewall.

2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically driven, 6500 rpm, 3000 pph centrifugal
pumps are used: four are supplied, two run continuously and two
are used for backup. Nominal cruise flow is 1240 pph, dead head
pressure is 30 psi.

3.

Ejector Pumps - Four ejector pumps run continuously to keep the
boost pump boxes full and scavenge water.

4.

Filters - A preformed metal screen with 0.117-inch and 0.045-inch
holes is used on the boost pumps. No other filters are supplied
with the airframe.

5.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is not used on this
aircraft.

6.

Suction Feed - Suction feed during flight would occur only in the
event of a major pump or electrical failure.

7.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe.

8.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied with this
aircraft.

9.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied. No thermistor type point level
sensors are used.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The only source of AMK shear
degradation is pumping and recirculation through the 6500 rpm boost
pumps.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1, the
ejector pump performance will be greatly reduced with undegraded AMK.
Boost pump performance will also be reduced to a lesser degree.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Possible pregelling of AMK in the
boost pumps could cause some plugging of the inlet screens. Liquid
water drawn up by the ejector pumps and deposited in the bulk fuel
could cause precipitation of polymer.
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Convair 580
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in two
integral wing fuel tanks, one for each engine. Either tank can supply
one or both engines using a crossfeed system. The total fuel quantity
is 1730 gallons.
Refueling is performed with gravity only.
Fuel is fed by gravity to the boost pump inlets. The boost pumps are
not submerged, and fuel bypassed in the pump is returned to the dump
inlet, not to the bulk fuel. The boost pump inlets are not located in
the tank low point, and sump drains are provided at the low points to
keep water from entering the pump inlets. Fuel management other than
crossfeeding is not performed.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 19.

b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - The engine feed lines are 1-inch, and the tank to
pump lines are 1 1/4-inch.

2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically driven, 2250 rpm, 640 gal/hr vane type
pumps are used. Two are supplied, both run continuously. Cruise
flow rate is 1050 pph, dead head pressure is approximately 30 psi.

3.

Ejector Pumps - No ejector pumps are supplied with this aircraft.

4.

Filters - No. 2 mesh brass wire cloth is used on the tank fuel
exit ports. No other filters are supplied with the airframe.

5.

Suction Feed - Suction feed conditions during flight would occur
only as a result of major pump or electrical failure.

6.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is not used on this
aircraft.

7.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied. No thermistor type point level
sensors are used.

8.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - A Garrett GTCP 85-90 unit is
installed. This unit has a 40-micron paper filter, and a 4245 rpm
gear pump which supplies 480 pph at 500 psig. The maximum bypass
ratio is 4:1; and it has one nozzle with a primary opening of
0.0185-inch and a secondary opening of 0.021-inch. The fuel
control bypass metering system uses a flow passage which varies
from 0.020-inch to 0.125-inch.

9.

Heat Exchangers - A fuel/p'-,ne oil heat exchanger is supplied for
each engine. The fuel is used on the tube side of this heat
exchanger.
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10.

Fuel Flowmeter - A General Electric 8TJ64GBN2 mass flowmeter
transmitter measures fuel flow rate to each engine. It is located
in the engine high pressure line downstream of the fuel control.

11.

Vent System - Each wing tank is vented, utilizing float type vent
valves to prevent fuel from entering the vent system during ground
maneuvers.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - There are no AMK shear degradation
sources on this aircraft that will deposit degraded AMK into the bulk
fuel. Both the boost pumps and the APU gear pump bypass fuel back to
their inlets, not to the fuel tanks.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 3, the
low undegraded AMK heat transfer coefficient may result in performance
problems with the fuel/oil heat exchangers. Based on reference 1,
boost pump performance will be somewhat reduced. The tank exit screens
should perform properly with AMK. Based on reference 3 the fuel
flowmeter may have accuracy and calibration problems. The APU fuel
control bypass metering system may not perform properly with AMK.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - The 40-micron paper filter on the APU
may experience plugging with AMK.

Piper PA-42 Cheyenne III
a.

Fuel System Discussion
Fuel is contained in 10 tanks; five individual interconnected tanks in
each wing, consisting of a wing tip fuel tank, a wet nacelle tank, and
three bladder type fuel cells. The right and left wing fuel systems
are independent of each other and are connected only when the crossfeed
system is activated. Fuel to the engines is supplied from the inboard
fuel cells. Only gravity refueling is used.
Fuel is supplied to the engines with engine driven vane pumps. A
submerged centrifugal pump in each wing is used for start-up and
whenever fuel supply pressure falls below 15 psi.
Four ejector pumps are supplied. Two transfer pumps, attached to the
inboard aft fuel cell nipples, transfer fuel from the aft cell to the
main fuel cell. These run continuously.
Two other ejector pumps are used only during starting and shutdown to
pump fuel drained from the engine after shutdown back to the fuel
cells.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 20.
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b.

Fuel S stem Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - All lines are 1/2-inch or 3/8-inch.

2.

Boost Pumps - Engine driven, 3665 rpm, 1100 pph, vane pumps are
used, one for each engine. They run continuously. An
electrically driven, 9750 rpm, 600 pph submerged pump in each wing
is used for engine starting and if fuel pressure falls below 15
psi.

3.

Ejector Pumps - Four ejector pumps are supplied. Two run
continuously and two are used only during engine start and
shutdown.

4.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe.

5.

Suction Feed - Suction feed to the engine driven fuel pumps is
continuous.

6.

Filters - Two metal element filters with a pore size of 0.0015inch x 0.018-inch are used. Each is located upstream of the
engine driven pump.

7.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied.

8.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied. No thermistor type point level
sensors are used.

9.

Vent System - The vent system uses honeycomb mesh flame arrestors.

10.

Flowmeters - A turbine type flowmeter is used to measure ruel flow
to each engine. It is located in the engine high pressure line
downstream of the fuel control.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The only source of AMK shear
degradation is pumping and recirculation through the engine driven vane
pump.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Pressure drop through
suction feed to the engine driven fuel pumps may be high with
undegraded AMK. Based on reference 1, jet pump performance will be
greatly reduced with undegraded AMK. Based on reference 3, the fuel
flowmeter may have accuracy and calibration problems.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Based on refererces 1, 2, and 3 the
fine engine fuel filter may experience plugging with undegraded AMK.
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Embraer 1lO-P2
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in two
integral fuel tanks, one in each wing. Each tank has two
interconnected fuel cells, separated by the main landing gear
wheelwell. The total fuel tank volume is 232 gallons per wing. Each
wing tank feeds its own engine unless the crossfeed system is being
used. This system allows both engines to be fed from either wing tank,
but does not allow fuel to be transferred from one tank to another.
Refueling is performed by gravity only.
Fuel is supplied to the engine by submerged boost pumps in the inboard
fuel cell. Fuel drains by gravity to this cell from the outboard cell.
A vent system incorporates flame arrestors, and a water collection and
drain box to prevent rain water from entering the tanks.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 21.

b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - Fuel system line sizes are as follows:
* Fuel Supply and Crossfeed - 1/2-inch
* Fuel Cell Interconnects - 3-inch rigid and
3/4-inch flexible

2.

Boost Pumps - Electrically operated, 12,000 rpm, 180 gal/hr
centrifugal pumps are used. Four pumps are supplied, two in each
inboard fuel cell. Two run continuously, two are for backup.

3.

Ejector Pumps - No ejector pumps are supplier

4.

Filters - Two stacked metal disk filters incorporating a bypass
valve are used, one in each engine flow line. These filters have
a 17-micron rating. Coarse screens on the boost pump inlets are
also used.

5.

Suction Feed - Suction feed during aircraft flight would occur
only as a result of major pump and/or electrical failure.

6.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is not performed on this
aircraft.

7.

Vent System - The vent system provides for equalization of tank
internal and external pressures. Fine honeycomb mesh flame
arrestors and a rain water collection and drain system are
incorporated.

8.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied. No thermistor type point level
sensors are used.
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9.

Heat Exchangers - No airframe supplied fuel heat exchangers are
used.

10.

Flowmeter - A turbine type flow transmitter is used in each engine
supply line. It is located downstream of the boost pump and fuel
filter.

11.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied with this
aircraft.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The only source of AMK degradation
is the pumping and recirculation through the centrifugal boost pumps.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1, boost
pump performance will be somewhat reduced. The stacked metal disk
filter may experience plugging with undegraded AMK. Based on reference
3, the fuel flowmeter may have accuracy and calibration problems.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - No potential safety considerations
are apparent. Plugging of the engine fuel filter would result in the
bypass valve opening, allowing the engine fuel supply to continue.

Beech 99
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in 10
bladder cells, with a total capacity of 368 gallons. Each wing
contains 3 interconnected cells, and there are two nacelle cells and
two center cells.
The fuel drains by gravity from the wing cells to the center and
nacelle cells. It is drawn from the center cells to the nacelle cells
with jet pumps, where it is pumped to the engine with an engine driven
vane pump. Crossfeed capability is provided.
Refueling is performed by gravity only.
The vent system utilizes fine mesh flame arrestors.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 22.

b.

Fuel System Components And Features
1.

Line Sizes - Fuel lines are 0.50-inch
inch x 0.035 wall.

x 0.035-inch

Vent lines vary from 0.25 x 0.035-inch
0.035-inch wall.
2.

wall and 5/8-

wall to 0.75-inch

x

Boost Pumps - The primary boost pump is an engine driven vane
pump, 600 pph at 30 psia, 3665 rpm. Cruise flow is 350 pph, dead
head pressure is 30 psi.
Two are supplied, both run continuously.
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The standby boost pump is an electrically driven 1200 pph
centrifugal pump.
Two are supplied, but are only used in case of primary pump
failure and for crossfeeding.
3.

Ejector Pumps - Two ejector pumps are used to transfer fuel from
the center tanks to the nacelle tanks. Both run continuously.

4.

Filters - Two 20-micron metal filters with bypass valves are used
one in each engine supply line.
The standby boost pumps have perforated metal inlet screens with
0.11-inch diameter holes.
Check valve strainers utilize 0.013-inch diameter holes.

5.

Suction Feed - The engine driven vane pump operates on suction
feed continuously.

6.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is not performed on this
aircraft.

7.

Vent System - A vent system, utilizing fine mesh flame arrestors,
provides for equalization or tank internal and external pressures.

8.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied. No thermistor type point level
sensors are used.

9.

Heat Exchangers - No airframe supplied fuel heat exchangers are
used.

10.

Flowmeters - A turbine type fuel flow transmitter is used in each
engine supply line. It is located downstream of the boost pump
and fuel filter.

11.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied with this
aircraft.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The only source of AMK degradation
is the pumping an:4 recirculation through the engine driven vane pumps.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1, boost
pump performance with undegraded AMK may be somewhat reduced. The two
20-micron metal filters may experience plugging with undegraded AMK.
Based on reference 3, the fuel flowmeter may have accuracy and
calibration problems.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Higher pressure drop in the pump
suction feed lines may be a problem with AMK. Plugging of the engine
fuel filters would result in the opening of the filter bypass, allowing
engine fuel flow to continue.
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Bell 212 Helicopter
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in two
underfloor fuel cells and three aft upper fuel cells. All of these are
the flexible bladder type, and the total fuel capacity is 212 gallons.
Refueling is performed by gravity only. Fuel drains by gravity from
the aft upper cells to the right and left underfloor cells. Each of
these cells provides fuel to its own engine from boost pumps located in
the cells. Ejector pumps located in these cells are used to keep the
box around the boost pumps fuel.
Complete crossfeed between tanks and engines is provided for by manual
control.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 23.

b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - The engine feed lines are 1/2-inch, all other lines
are 5/8-inch and 3/4-inch.

2.

Boost Pumps - Two 12,000 rpm, 635 pph centrifugal pumps are
provided, one in each underfloor cell. Both pumps run
continuously. Cruise flow is 365 pph.

3.

Ejector Pumps - Two are supplied, one in each underfloor cell, to
keep the boost pump boxes full. They run continuously.

4.

Suction Feed - Suction feed during flight would occur only as a
result of major pump and/or electrical failure.

5.

Filters - No. 6 mesh screens are used on the boost pumps inlets,
and 10-micron paper filters with a bypass loop are used in each
engine feed line.

6.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe fuel system.

7.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is not performed on this
aircraft.

8.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied. No thermistor type point level
sensors are used.

9.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied.

10.

A bleed line for each engine fuel control is used to return excess
flow from the hydromechanical fuel control. This line utilizes a
0.050-inch orifice, sized by the engine manufacturer to maintain
minimum required pressure In the fuel control under all
conditions.
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11.

Vent System - A vent system which interconnects all cells and
utilizes two siphon breaker valves is supplied.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The only source of AMK shear
degradation is pumping and recirculation through the 12,000 rpm boost
pumps.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1, the
two ejector pumps will have greatly reduced performance with undegraded
AMK, and boost pump performance will also be somewhat reduced.
The 10-micron paper filters will probably experience plugging with
undegraded AMK, but the bypass loop should provide uninterrupted engine
flow.
Possible reduced flow in the fuel control bleed line with undegraded
AMK should not cause significant problems.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - Potential engine fuel control
problems may exist due to bleed line orifice problems with undegraded
AMK. The crash resistant bladder type fuel cells should enhance the
fire safety of AMK in a crash situtation.

Boeing Vertol 234-LR Helicopter
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in two
semi-cylindrical tanks, one on each side of the aircraft.
Bladder fuel cells containing 5 baffles are used, holding a total
quantity of 2100 gallons.
Two submerged engine boost pumps are located in each tank. An APU pump
is also provided. Each engine normally is fed from its own tank, but
manually operated crossfeed is provided.
Pressure refueling is performed using a standard 2 1/2-inch fueling
adapter.
A combustion type cabin heater which uses the aircraft fuel is used for
cabin temperature control.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figures 24 and 25.

b.

Fuel System Components are Features
1.

Line Sizes - The fuel system line sizes are as follows:
* Main Fuel System
e APU Feed System

2.

-

3/4-inch to 2-inch
3/8-inch

Boost Pumps - Four electrically driven, 10,300 rpm, 3500 pph
centrifugal pumps are supplied. Two run continuously, two are for
backup. Cruise flow is 2000 pph, dead head pressure is 35 psi.
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3.

Ejector Pumps

4.

APU Pump - An electrically driven, 3000 rpm, 20 gal/hr rotary vane
pump is used for the APU.

5.

Suction Feed - The suction feed condition during aircraft flight
would occur only as a result of major pump and/or electrical
failure.

6.

Filters - No. 4 mesh screens are used on the boost pump inlets and
the suction feed pickup lines.

7.

Vent System - A valveless vent system with no flame arrestors is
used.

8.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is performed through a
single 2 1/2-inch MIL-A-258960 adapter. This system uses a level
control valve and an automatic shutoff valve with 0.030-inch to
0.040-inch orifices, maximum flow is 300 gpm.

9.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe fuel system.

10.

Flowmeter - A General Electric mass flow transmitter, which
incorporates a turbine type element, is used to measure fuel flow
to each engine. It is located downstream of the boost pump.

11.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied. Thermistor type point level detectors
are used for fuel low level sensing.

12.

Fuel Jettison - Fuel is jettisoned by gravity, at a rate of 35
gpm.

13.

Aircraft Cabin Heater - A jet fuel combustion type heater is used.
This unit has its own gear pump and uses spark plug type ignition.
A burnr spray nozzle with an 0.050-inch spray nozzle is used.

14.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - The APU for this aircraft is supplied
by the TurboMach Division of International Harvester. It utilizes
a 10-micron nominal, 25-micron absolute metal filter. The pump
supplies 500 pph at 375 psig and 4,250 rpm. The fuel is sprayed
through one 0.002-inch atomizing nozzle into a hot tube vaporizer
before entering the burner. Fuel bypass ratio is 4 to 1.

-

No ejector pumps are used.

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The only source of AMK shear
degradation is pumping and recirculation through the 10,300 rpm
centrifugal pump.

u.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1, the
boost pump and APU pump performance will be somewhat reduced.
The APU and fuel fired cabin heater will probably require a degrader.
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Based on reference 3, the flowmeters may have accuracy and calibration
problems.
The level control valves, automatic fuel shutoff valves, and the low
level thermistor sensors may have increased response time with
undegraded AMK.
The No. 4 mesh screens on the boost pump inlets should perform properly
with .ndegraded AMK. The 10-micron APU filter may experience plugging
with undegraded AMK.
e.

Potential Safety Considerations - The crash resistant bladder fuel
cells and breakaway fittings should supplement the AMK fire protection
qualities.

Sikorsky Spirit S-76 Helicopter
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in two
metal tanks, one on each side of the aircraft. The total fuel quantity
is 286 gallons.
Each engine is fed from its own tank using engine driven pump suction
feed only. No in-tank pumps are used.
Refueling is performed by gravity only.
Crossfeed capability is provided so each engine can be fed from either
tank.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 26.

b.

Fuel System Components and Features
1.

Line Sizes - The fuel system uses only one inch lines, except for
the 1/4-inch engine priming line.

2.

Pumps - No pumps are supplied with this aircraft.

3.

Suction Feed - Suction feed to the engines is used continuously,
using the engine driven fuel pumps.

4.

Filters - Sixteen mesh screens are used on the check valve inlets.
No other filters are supplied with the airframe.

5.

Vent System - An open vent system with no flame arrestors is used.

6.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is not used.

7.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are provided with the
airframe.

8.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied.
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9.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied. No thermistor type point level
sensors are used.

c.

Potential Sources of AMK Shear Degradation - There are no apparent
sources of AMK shear degradation supplied with the airframe.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Since suction feed is the
only means of supplying fuel to the engine, possible increased pressure
drop with AMK should be investigated at low flows. At high flows, drag
reduction effects may reduce pressure drop. Poppet check valves are
not used in the system because of their higher pressure drop. The 16
mesh screens should operate satisfactorily with undegraded AMK.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - High pressure drop with undegraded
AMK could possibly cause engine performance problems.

Aerospatiale AS350D Helicopter
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in this aircraft is contained in a
single spin-molded polyamide (nylon) tank, holding 140 gallons. The
tank is mounted behind the passenger compartment.
An electrically driven boost pump is mounted at the base of the tank,
and fuel drains by gravity to the pump inlet. A drain plug and water
bleed valve is located beneath the pump.
Gravity refueling is used, and the tank has an overboard vent line.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 27.

b.

Fuel System Components And Features
1.

Line Size - The pump to engine line is 1/2-inch.

2.

Boost Pumps - One electrically driven 5500 rpm centrifugal pump
with a rated flow of 250 liters/hr (66 gal/hr) is supplied. It
runs continuously, varying flow with engine demand. Fuel is not
bypassed back to the tank. Nominal flow is 44.9 gallons/hr., dead
head pressure is 11.6 psi.

3.

Ejector Pumps - No ejector pumps are supplied with this aircraft.

4.

Pressure Refueling - Pressure refueling is not performed on this
aircraft.

5.

Filters - One 10-micron metal filter equipped with a bypass valve
and a mechanical bypass indicator is supplied. A coarse mesh
screen is also used on the boost pump inlet.

6.

Suction Feed - Suction feed to the engine is used only in the
event of pump failure.

7.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied.
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8.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU)
aircraft.

9.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A float/potentiometer fuel quantity
gauging method is used. There are no thermistor type point level
sensors.

-

No APU is supplied with this

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - There are no significant sources of
AMK shear degradation.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on reference 1, the
boost pump performance with undegraded AMK will be somewhat reduced.
The 10-micron filter will probably experience plugging with undegraded
AMK. Some problems due to increased drag with undegraded AMK may occur
in the float type gauging system.

e.

Potential Safety Considerations - In the event of failure of the single
boost Pump, suction feed performance with undegraded AMK may not be
satisfactory.

Aerospatiale SA365N Helicopter
a.

Fuel System Discussion - The fuel in the aircraft is contained in 5
bladder cells; Two forward, two center, and one aft. The cells are
located in the bottom structure under the cabin and cargo compartment
floor. The total fuel capacity is 300 gallons. The cells are divided
into two groups with a capacity of 150 gallons each, one group for each
engine. Each center cell contains a feeder tank which contains a boost
pump. Jet pumps draw fuel from the cells and keep the feeder tank
overflowing. A crossfeed system is provided which allows feeding of
both engines from one tank group and transfer of fuel from one group to
another.
Refueling is accomplished by gravity only.
A tank venting system which utilizes an expansion tank with an
overboard vent is provided.
A basic fuel system schematic is shown in Figure 28.

b.

Fuel System Components And Features
1.

Line Sizes - Pump to engine line size is 20.4-mm.

2.

Boost Pumps - Two electrically driven boost pumps with a maximum
flow of 1000 liter/hr (264 gal/hr) are provided, one in each
center cell. Nominal flow is 500 liters/hr (132 gal/hr) at 8.7
psi. Dead head pressure is 15.3 psi. Both pumps run
continuously, one for each engine.

3.

Ejector Pumps - Five ejector pumps are used to continuously pump
fuel from the various cells to the boost pump feeder tanks.
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4.

Pressure Refueling
aircraft.

5.

Filters - A 10-micron metal filter incorporating a bypass valve is
used in each engine supply line.

6.

Heat Exchangers - No fuel heat exchangers are supplied with the
airframe fuel system.

7.

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - No APU is supplied with this
aircraft.

8.

Suction Feed - Suction feed during flight would occur only as a
result of major pump and/or electrical failure.

9.

Fuel Quantity Gauging System - A capacitance type fuel quantity
gauging system is supplied.

-

Pressure

refueling is not performed on this

c.

Potential AMK Degradation Sources - The only source of AMK shear
degradation is recirculation through the boost pumps.

d.

Potential Component Performance Problems - Based on information in
reference 1, the five ejector pumps used in this aircraft will have
reduced performance. This could result in underfilling of the
collector tank. The 10-micron filter may experience plugging with AMK.
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SECTION 6
ADDITIONAL FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
In addition to the components and systems discussed in Section 5, various other
components such as vent float valves, float level indicators, check valves,
pressure switches, etc are used. A general discussion of some of these follows.
Some applicable specifications are listed for these and the other major
components discussed previously.
Some Component Specifications
Pressure Fuel Servicing Adapter
Check Valves
Ejector Pumps
Fuel Boost Pumps
Aircraft Fuel Pressure Switch
Aircraft Fuel Gauges
Level Control Valves
General Specification For Fuel
System Components
Vent Valves

MIL-A-25896D, MS24484
MIL-V-7899C
MIL-P-85315
MIL-P-5238C
MIL-S-9395E
MIL-G-26988C
MIL-V-38003
MIL-F-8615D
MIL-V-81356A

Discussion
Check Valves - The check valves used in the aircraft fuel systems studied
are either swing check or poppet type, most of which meeting MIL-V-7899
requirements. One of the requirements called out is the opening of the
valve at a pressure differential of less than 8 inches of water. This could
be a problem with AMK. Discussion with Sikorsky on their S-76 Helicopter
has indicated that they only use swing type check valve because of the
slightly higher pressure drop with the poppet type valves. Discussion with
Boeing Vertol indicates that they have had contamination problems with
poppet type valves on their aircraft.
Pressure Switches - Pressure switches meeting MIL-S-9395E should operate
satisfactorily with AMK.
Vent Float Valves - Most of the aircraft use float vent valves in the vent
system which are normally open when air or fuel vapor is in the vent line.
If ground or flight attitude changes cause liquid to enter the vent line,
the float rises and closes the vent to prevent liquid fuel from flowing out
of the vent line. The valve also relieves positive or negative tank
pressures. These valves should function properly with AMK.
Fuel Quantity Gauging System - All of the aircraft studied use capacitance
type fuel quantity gauging systems. The primary specification covering this
type of system is MIL-G-26988.
These gauges utilize the relationship between fuel dielectric constant and
density to perform their function. Testing described in reference I
indicated no significant difference in gauge operation on the C-141 aircraft
fuel system simulator.
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The properties of AMK may affect the operation of these gauging systems,
however, in the following ways:
1.

The newer gauging systems have higher accuracy requirements which may
reveal differences between AMK and Jet A gauging.

2.

The addition of FM-9 and the glycol-amine carrier fluid may cause a
shift in the dielectric constant-density relationship.

3.

The fact that water is more soluble in the AMK may cause an additional
shift in the above relationship, as well as increasing the fuel
electrical conductivity. This latter affect can cause significant
errors in some capacitance systems.

4.

Several of the aircraft studied utilize thermistor type point level
sensors to give an independent indication of low or high fuel levels in
certain tanks.
These sensors consist of a small thermistor bead with a current flowing
through it, heating the bead to some temperature in air. When the bead
is covered with liquid, the cooling effect changes the bead temperature
and resistance. This results in a voltage change which indicates
whether the bead is dry or wet, or when the liquid level has passed the
bead location. For high level sensors, the performance with AMK should
be satisfactory. Due to slower draining of the AMK relative to Jet A,
time response required for low level sensors may not be met with AMK.
All of the component specifications listed above require testing in
various fuels and test fluids which do not include AMK.
If AMK is added to the required list of test fluids, the components may
not satisfy all the required performance demands with this fuel.
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SECTION 7
FUEL SYSTEM PARAMETER RANGES
Dynamic Parameters
Based on this review of the selected aircraft fuel systems, the bulk antimisting
kerosene fuel will be exposed to the following conditions induced by aircraft
fuel system components:
Pressure : Pressure Refueling - 14.7 psia to 50 psig
Boost Pumps - 10 to 25 psig
Suction Defueling - 14.7 psia to -11 psig
Flow Rate : Pressure Refueling - 0 to 80,000 pph
Boost Pumps - 0 to 50,000 pph
Boost Pump rpm : 2000 to 12,000 rpm
Environmental Parameters
The bulk fuel will be exposed to the following environmental parameter ranges
while being used in the aircraft studied:
Humidity - 0 to 100 percent relative humidity
Altitude & Pressure - Sea Level (14.7 psia) to 60,000 feet. (0.04 psia)
The 60,000 ft. pressure altitude would only be experienced in the Concorde
fuel tanks if the pressurization system failed. Assuming this did not
occur, the lowest pressure altitude experienced would be at 44,000 feet.
(2.2 psia).
Temperature - Based on a review of references 6, 7, and 8 the lowest minimum
bulk fuel temperature likely to be encountered is approximately -44* C
(-47.20 F).
The studies described in references 6 and 8 involved the comparison of
computer studies with actual flight fuel temperature measurements. The
results were based on the expected one-day-a-year, 0.3 percen* probability
cold ambient temperature.
The calculation of the bulk fuel temperature with the models used involves
various assumptions concerning fuel stratification and mixing. The
comparison of the computer studies with actual data indicates that the
stratification effect is small.
The highest bulk fuel temperature likely to be observed in the airframe fuel
system will occur in the Concorde aircraft. Data indicates that fuel
temperatures of approximately 800 C (1760 F) will be experienced in some
tanks near the end of the flight. Fuel that remains in tanks during landing
can have a temperature of approximately 550 C (1310 F).
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The Concorde is the only aircraft studied that experienced constantly
increasing fuel temperatures during flight; all the other aircraft
experienced the opposite trend.
Emergency Conditions
Discussion with the various aircraft manufacturers indicates that unusual
conditions such as emergency descents do not involve any significant changes in
fuel system operation that would be of concern if AMK were being used.
Material Compatibility
Limited material compatibility testing of AtMIK with several aircraft engine seal
elastomers was reported in reference 3. The materials that were tested were
butadiene rubber, fluorosilicone rubber, and a fluorosilicone/fiberglass
composite. These materials were judged to be compatible with AMK at 2950 K and
340* K, but the tensile strength reduction of the butadiene and fluorosilicone
was significant.
The fuel systems of the aircraft studied contain many polymeric and elastomeric
materials used as coatings, sealants, gaskets, bladders and other parts. A
partial list of these materials and some specifications covering them is given
below.
Material Description

Specification

Fluorosilicone Rubber

MIL-R-25988

Fluorocarbon Elastomer

MIL-R-83248

Buna-N Rubber

MIL-R-6855

O-Ring Packing

MIL-P-5315

Polysulfide Sealant

.L-S-8802

Polysulfide Sealant

MIL-S-8748A

Polysulfide Sealant

MIL-S-7502C

Buna-N Coating

MIL-S-4383

Urethane Coating

MIL-C-27725A

Polysulfide Sealant

MIL-S-81323

Sealing Compound

MIL-S-8516

Fuel Cell Bladders

MIL-T-6396

Additional materials include epoxies, nylons, fluorocarbons, and other
thermosetting and thermoplastic compounds.
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The compatibility of the above materials with degraded and undegraded AMK will
need to be known before wide scale introduction of AMK takes place.
Water Contamination
'dater enters the aircraft fuel system from two sources:
air drawn into the tanks through the vent system.

the fuel itself and the

The solubility of water in jet fuel varies with temperature. At 200 C,
approximately 0.008 percent by weight of water is present in saturated
commercial jet fuel, assuming all free water has been removed. At -10* C, this
value is reduced to 0.0025 percent. This indicates that if the approximately
340,000 lbs. of 200 C fuel on a 747 was chilled to -10* C and all of the water
coming out of solution was removed, approximately 2.24 gallons of water would
result.
Humid air drawn into the vent system during descent causes condensation on the
cold tank structure and fuel surface. Since the fuel tanks usually have
considerable empty volume after a long flight, significant amounts of water can
be drawn in at this time. About 1/4 pint of water per 1000 gallons of fuel tank
space can be condensed in this way (reference 8).
Additionally, introducing warm fuel into the cold tanks during refueling can
result in water being separated from the fuel as it is chilled.
Free water is continually being generated in the aircraft fuel tanks through
these mechanisms.
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SECTION 8
CURRENT RESEARCH REVIEW
Research and testing is currently being performed by several investigators to
more precisely define the properties and characteristics of antimisting kerosene
and determine its suitability for commercial aircraft use.
Some of this work, reported in references 9 through 14, was reviewed to
determine if results to date had any bearing on conclusions that were reached in
the Commercial Aircraft Airframe Fuel Systems Survey and Analysis Interim
Report. The following comments pertain to the results obtained by the
referenced investigators.
Component Performance
Testing performed on the DC-ID fuel simulator (reference 14) indicates reduced
jet pump performance, as was observed earlier in tests described in reference 1.
If reduced performance with undegraded AMK is judged to be critical by aircraft
fuel system engineers, this problem will be difficult to overcome.
Transfer valve tests on the same simulator indicated that gravity flow rates
were reduced by 24 percent with undegraded AMK. Degraded AMK reduced the
gravity flow rate by 9 percent. This reduced gravity flow characteristic may
have an effect on gravity flow jettison systems as well.
Filling tests on the DC-10 simulator indicated lower flow rates and longer
filling times with undegraded AMK. In addition, some gel formation was observed
in the fill valves.
Float switch and float valve testing, as well as vent system flow testing in
this simulator indicated no problems with AMK.
Fuel Filterability
The following points concerning the filterability of degraded AMK were stated in
reference 13:
I.

Small amounti of high molecular weight polymer may remain after AMK is
degraded and may cause long term filter plugging.

2.

Gel buildup occurs on metal filters even though the filter does not become
plugged.

3. Extended tests indicated no actual filter plugging with degraded AMK.
4.

The behavior of untested filters with degraded AMK may be predictable if the
pressure-flow relationship with Jet A is known, based on Reference 13.
Under some conditions initial filter clogging normalized velocity was found
to be a function of AMK degradation level.

5. Reference 11 indicates that the FM-9 acts as a stabilizer for water
suspension and may interfere with the operation of water-separator/filter
units.
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6.

Reference 9 indicates that small quantites of poorly solubilized FM-9 can
plug fine filters, but have little effect on other fuel properties. It was
also found that Critical Filtration Velocity (CFV) was a more reliable
parameter than the filtration ratio for determining AMK degradation status.
The CFV is a function of filter properties and is lower in paper filters
than in metal filters with the same particle size rating.

7. For most of the large aircraft airplane fuel systems surveyed, fine particle
filters with micron ratings are not supplied with the airframe, so the above
comments are not relevant.
8.

Some of the smaller aircraft do have paper and metal fuel filters on the
airframe which may have to be studied. The engines and APUs have filters of
this type and their performance with AMK is of great importance.

Degradation/Fire Protection
Both references 9 and 10 concluded that large scale fire tests are necessary due
to differences between the small and large scale conditions, such as air
entrainment which occurs in the small scale model tests, but does not occur in
actual crash conditions.
AMK degradation was found to occur in the DC-10 boost pumps (reference 14) and
small centrifugal pumps (reference 11). This agrees with earlier tests
performed on a C-141 simulator (reference 1).
Reference 9 also stated that an aircraft engine fuel pump and a needle valve can
produce adequately degraded fuel at cruise flow conditions.
The penalty in thrust specific fuel consumption for a JT8D engine for the
required degraded power was estimated to be 0.55 percent at 30 H.P. (reference
13).
AMK fire protection appea
is present (reference 11),

3

be unchanged or improved if water contamination

Water Contamination
The impact of water contamination on both degraded and undegraded ANK appears to
be significant.
According to reference 11, absorption of water by AMK is much higher than Jet A
- up to 1300 ppm. Above 250-350 ppm water a second phase forms, depending on
temperature, degradation level, and agitation. Above 150 ppm water, contact
with cold surfaces causes a heavy precipitate to form in the AMK. When humid
air is drawn through AMK, as occurs with some jet pump installations, large
quantities of precipitate are formed.
Findings in reference 13 were of a similar nature. Operation of JT8D engine
fuel systems with water contaminated, degraded AMK caused a white precipitate to
form which plugged filters and left deposits in the plumbing and on the tank
walls.
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Heat Transfer Properties
Reference 13 finds that the heat transfer properties of undegraded AMK are the
same as those of neat Jet A up to a certain critical wall shear rate in flowing
AMK. Above this rate shear thickening occurs, and the heat transfer rate
decreases.
For most of the airframe-supplied hydraulic fluid/fuel heat exchangers, the fuel
is a static or very slowly moving heat sink, so heat transfer should not be
impaired with AMK.
This reference also indicates that fuel degradation, as far as flammability is
concerned, may not return the heat transfer properties to those of neat Jet A.
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SECTION 9
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the aircraft fuel systems studied and a review of the references in
Section 10, the following conclusions concerning the use of AMK have been
reached:
*

Based on the fuel systems surveyed, the loss of the flammability
protection of AMK during flight due to shear degradation from system
components does not appear to be a major problem. Boost pumping is the
primary source of such degradation, and previous studies (reference 1)
indicate that this is not severe.

a

The proper performance of some fuel system components with A4K will be
of more concern than the loss of AMK flammability protection.

0

The extensive use of ejector pumps in the aircraft fuel systems
studied, and their previously established poor performance with
undegraded AMK warrants further study.

*

The coarse screen filters used in most of the aircraft fuel systems
should not be a problem when AMK is used.

0

The various fine micron size filters used in auxiliary power units and
some aircraft fuel systems will require further study of ANK
filterability under actual operating conditions.

0

Auxiliary power unit testing with degraders will be required to insure
that proper APU performance with AMK can be maintained.

*

The solubility of and integration of water with AMK under actual fuel
system operating conditions is of major interest in determining fuel
system performance with AMK. Reference 11 indicates some problems in
this area.

*

Heat exchangers which transfer heat to static, or near static, AMK
should not experience performance losses.

0

Aircraft pressure refueling times will be increased when AMK is used.
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